Multi-zigzag for Ultra-wide Area Observation
User-friendly Operation
UVD and Hitachi map 3D Capability
Variable Pressure for Sensitive Samples

Redefine the boundaries of 120 kV TEM with modern technology
Experience the industry standard for ultra-high-resolution SEM
Elevate research and analysis to the next level with this ultra-high-resolution Schottky SEM
Analyze large and heavy samples with ease using this revolutionary VP-SEM featuring IFT
Analysis from all angles with surface, structure, and even correlative EM
Better sample preparation leads to better SEM images with our innovative ion milling systems

Request a virtual demo at microscopy@hitachi-hta.com
Expand your Knowledge of Microscopy with MSA Membership!

Whether your primary focus is in light, electron, or scanning probe microscopy, or the biological or the physical sciences, MSA takes your knowledge to the next level!

Members Receive:


- Peer Networking through the Society’s Focused Interest Groups and Local Affiliated Societies.

- Discounts on books, journals and other educational materials.

- MSA Awards Programs, Scholarships, Speaker Opportunities, and more!

Join MSA Today!
Visit [www.microscopy.org](http://www.microscopy.org)
unsurpassed & unmatched

DiATOME diamond knives

Above: E. Ingolic, Technical University of Graz. Polypropylene/Polyamide blend, cryosection, RuO4 stained. X11250

for more information, please visit our website at...
www.emsdiasum.com

DiATOME U.S.
P.O. Box 550 • 1560 Industry Rd.
Hatfield, PA 19440
Tel: (215) 412-8390
Fax: (215) 412-8450
email: info@emsdiasum.com
stacie@ems-secure.com

Need a bigger boat?...
DiATOME is still innovating. We are pleased to announce these latest additions to our line...

NEW ultra Maxi
The ultra Maxi is similar to our ultra 35° 4.0 mm but with a larger boat. Thickness range: 30-200nm

NEW ultra sonic Maxi
This new wider ultra sonic knife is specifically for compression-free serial sectioning in biological applications. Available in 3.0mm and 4.0mm sizes with 35° angle.
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**What is NanoSuit?**

NanoSuit is a novel technology which enables the observation of cells, microorganisms, etc. in a living state using SEM.

NanoSuit is an aqueous solution of a bio-compatible polymer that forms a very thin barrier layer on the surface of an object which holds moisture in the object under vacuum condition in electron microscopy. The barrier layer is electrically conductive. Therefore, NanoSuit makes it possible to observe biological objects with their natural image texture.

**Quick and easy to use...**

Simply drop the NanoSuit solution onto the specimen, then observe using SEM. You don’t need any other fixation procedures.

**PLEASE CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION**

**EMS has it!**

Our main interactive website: [www.emsdiasum.com](http://www.emsdiasum.com)

**Electron Microscopy Sciences**
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